POLARIS FID

Hydrogen recharge procedure

Hydrogen
recharge
procedure

1. To connect the hydrogen cartridge to high-pressure (145 bar for
example) hydrogen source, hydrogen pressure reducer, quick
connector and metallic pipelines (stainless steel or copper) must be
used.
2. Purge (flush) the connection pipelines with light gas flow from the
high pressure tank before connecting it to the H2 cartridge. Use the
pressure reducer to adjust the pressure in the feeding pipeline up to
20 - 25 bar.
3. Turn on the system valve to start the charging process. Due to the
low (ambient) cartridge temperature, the charging rate is higher at
the beginning of the process, but it will slow down later. The charging
process has a duration that depends on the inlet pressure and the
temperature of the cartridge body because the charging process is
exothermic. Usually with a pressure of 25 bar and temperature of
20°C at least 40 minutes are needed for full charge.

4. The system is fully charged, if the pressure (20 - 25 bar for
example) remains unchanged within ~ 1-2 minutes, while the
pressure reducer of the high-pressure tank is turned off. If the
pressure decreased, it means that the system is not full charged
and the charging procedure must be continued.
5. If the charge process is over, turn off the system valve and
remove the quick connector.
Note. Loading at lower pressure (10 bar), it takes longer
time and the cartridge body should be kept well-chilled. To do this,
immerse VERTICALLY the cartridge body in cold water, taking care
to NOT IMMERSE never up to the level of the valve. If water enters
into the accumulator it would be irreparably damaged.
If you want to get the maximum charging rate, you should use water
and ice (do not use cold baths below 0°C).

Polaris FID accepts hydrogen up to a pressure of about 12 bar
maximum: it is therefore necessary to vent a small part of the
hydrogen contained in the cartridge before using it.

WARNING:
Connecting Polaris FID to the cartridge which is at a pressure higher
than 12 bar, it irremediably damage the instrument. So be sure to
ALWAYS DEPRESSURIZE THE CARTRIDGE AFTER THE
RECHARGING PROCEDURE, unless the filling recharge carried
out at pressures below 12 bar.

Depressurization of
the accumulator up
to the working
pressure

1. Depressurize the H2 cartridge using the same quick connector,
pipeline and pressure regulator used during the recharging
procedure.
2. Close the valve of the big hydrogen tank and release also the
valve of the pressure regulator.
3. Connect the entire hydrogen system to the refilled hydrogen
cartridge. The pressure gauge of the pressure regulator now
shows the pressure used during the recharging procedure (for
example 20 bar).
4. Disconnect the quick connector from the cartridge and vent the
line until the manometer shows 0 bar.
5. Connect again the line to the cartridge. Observe the pressure
indicated by the pressure gauge: if greater than 12 bar, continue to
vent, otherwise the procedure of the depressurization is finished.
6. Repeat the procedure until the pressure is below 12 bar.
7. Disconnect the hydrogen cartridge: It is ready to use!

NOTE
The venting procedure does not release substantial quantities of
hydrogen as it is chemically bonded to the sponge of hydrides
contained inside the cartridge: this means that there are not
significant improvements of the cartridge working hours with higher
residual pressures. In any case, the accumulator release the gases
at constant pressure and flow and depends only on the ambient
temperature. Only when the hydrogen inside the sponge is almost
finished there is a pressure drop.

